dnp denmark delivers the detail for planning fibre
installations
LM Gruppen of Denmark are the specialists in burying the fibre installations at the heart of connectivity.
Planning and attention to detail are vital, with much of the work being both visual and collaborative. In our
Installation of the Month, LM Gruppen’s two different screen solutions highlight the versatility of the dnp
range.
Details matter
Customers of LM Gruppen impose tough demands on quality, schedules, costs and environmental
responsibility. To meet these demands, the Danish fibre installation specialists have to plan everything
meticulously and pay close attention detail. And that, in turn, requires the best type of visual presentation.
Two display areas
When dnp denmark first came into contact with LM Gruppen, the company needed two display solutions.
One was for a large auditorium for 40 people, and the other for a management room. Both rooms were
brightly lit with low ceilings. CEO, Soeren Knudsen was impressed by the screens he saw at a dnp seminar
and showroom.
Superior quality
For the auditorium, Soeren chose a dnp Supernova Core 120” Screen. This delivers the superior image
quality of optical rear projection with a front projection screen’s minimal space requirements and ease of
installation. “We use our Supernova every day for briefings and instructions,” says Soeren. “We get great
images even in our brightly lit auditorium. The 120” screen means we can also give impressive
presentations.”
Easy collaboration
A dnp LaserPanel Touch Screen was installed in the management room. It offers large high-contrast images
at a fraction of the cost of an LED flat screen. “Our management room is where we run projects and work
on our technical drawings,” says Soeren. “Our convenient, easy-to-use LaserPanel Touch enables the
collaboration that is vital to this aspect of our business.”
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About dnp denmark
dnp denmark is the world’s leading supplier of optical projection screens for high quality display
solutions. Among dnp’s products you’ll find an extensive range of optical screens for both front and rear
projection. Many of the world’s leading brands trust dnp for its optical screen solutions, including Sony,
Best Buy, Harrods, Hugo Boss, L’Oréal, Lego and Nike, to name a few.
Since 1989, dnp denmark has been the worldwide large-screen production centre of Dai Nippon
Printing Co. Ltd. With 35 production plants, 21 product divisions, 39,000 employees worldwide and an
annual turnover exceeding $12.6 billion, Dai Nippon Printing Co. Ltd. is one of the world’s largest
printing and media companies. dnp denmark’s laboratories benefit from higher levels of investment in
research and development than any other screen supplier, leading to the production of superior,
award-winning products such as the revolutionary line of Supernova front projection screens.
As a market leader, dnp provides its Partners with the best technical support and some of the most
innovative sales and marketing tools found today in the screen industry.

